L2 Notebook
Manager

For serious laptop work, our L2
Notebook Manager is a must,
with a swivel base, height
adjustment, wire management
and built-in document holder.
By plugging in a full size keyboard
and mouse, laptop users can work
in desktop comfort.

Designed by Manuel Saez
Design Director for Humanscale,
Manuel has been recognized with
numerous international design
awards. His honors include The
Chicago Athenaeum GOOD Design Award, the Focus
Balance Award, the Industrial Design Excellence Award
and the Best of NeoCon Gold. Manuel is also a professor of product design at Pratt Institute in New York City.

Designed by Lachezar Tsvetanov
Lachezar Tsvetanov, Humanscale
designer, is the recipient of several
design awards. His work is part of the
permanent collection of The US
Library of Congress and has been featured in numerous
publications, including Abitare, AXIS, Innovation, The
New York Times and The Washington Post.

Grand Prize Winner

Use of a laptop holder can greatly improve the comfort of laptop users, while minimizing the musculoskeletal
consequences of prolonged laptop work. Many laptop holders allow – and some even promote – use of the laptop
keyboard while it is in a raised position. Working in such a way will greatly increase the risks of Carpal Tunnel
Syndrome and other repetitive strain injuries. The only safe laptop holders are those that block access to the
laptop’s keyboard to prevent users from inadvertently putting themselves at risk.

F EATU R E S

In-line document
holder reduces neck
and shoulder strain
and maximizes data
input speed

Fits any notebook
with a base thickness
of up to 2.1" (will
accommodate many
docking stations)

Security feature allows
L2 to be locked to desk
and/or notebook using
Kensington-type lock

Cord manager keeps power
and peripheral cords tidy
and ready for use

5" height
adjustability
range for
custom screen
positioning

Document holder blocks
keyboard access, requiring use
of external keyboard and mouse
to prevent high-risk postures

360° swivel
encourages
collaboration

Non-skid pads
protect notebook
and work surface

SPE C I F I C AT I O N S

• 5" continuous height adjustability
(bottom of screen can adjust
from approximately 5" to 10"
above work surface

• Dimensions:
10" L x 10.5" W x 8.75" H

• 360° swivel

• Constructed of sheet metal,
polypropylene and ABS

• Color: Silver
• 98% recyclable

• Weight: 10 lbs.
• Lifetime Warranty
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Our Design Philosophy At Humanscale, we believe the best designs in the world are
as possible, the resulting form will be honest and timeless.

HS-L2-105

based on purpose and function. If a design solves a functional problem as simply and elegantly

